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Just Think
 
Having people talk stuff about me
But for me I don’t care
Some are haters and some are
Jealous I don’t know what they
Want, is it all in my head about what
They say to me sometimes I just sit
Down and think are they saying it
Because they just want to see me
Fall on my face all my life I’ve lived it
To the fullest because I never want
To regret, when it was me and you
Ill always be thinking the worst
At school theirs many people
At work theirs many people
They can never stop to think
For a minute is that what they
Really want to tell me
Its time to keep my head up
And just look at what’s in front
Of me and enjoy it
I don’t care about my past
Most of you keep looking back
But I’m afraid if I look back
That I’m going to lose
Everything I tried to accomplish
In my present
Ill be the best I can and if
You don’t like it
I’m not trying to be perfect
As you already know,
Nobody in this world is perfect
So don’t try to force me to do
Anything because you’re wasting
You’re time and keep my name
Out of you’re dirty mouths
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The First Time
 
Ever since I met you, you have brightened my life.
Theirs something about you that make me love you
More and more. Your words maybe, your actions.
Whenever I feel your touch I get tingles inside me.
Maybe their just signs of a meaning. I can sense,
Your warmness, caring, and your sense of humor
When you talk to me. I love that we can understand
Each other. When I’m feeling down, I love that you
Try to bring me to the highest mountain. I love having
That feeling, the feeling when you feel like screaming
And shouting. That you have someone by your side.
That person is a special person that I can talk to.
That I know that I have a shoulder to lean on whenever
I’m feeling down. This love that I have for you is very
Strong. I want to share this love with you, and have your
Name written in my heart. I trust you by letting you be in
My heart that you’re not going to break it. Because once
It’s broken that love I thought I had for you is no longer there.
Like they say when you break a glass and you try to put it
Together you can still see all the cracks. I want to let you know
That you mean the world to me.
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The Regrets You’ll Never Forget
 
I’m sorry for ever loving you,
I think that was a mistake
How could I have been so blind
Maybe I just wanted to give you
Another chance because I thought
You were going to do better
But I was wrong the whole time
You’re a terd for doing that
I would never have thought
You were going to hurt me
Especially like this when you
said you would never do such
a thing I was a nerd in taking off
My glasses and to try to force
Something that was never
Going to come true it was
All on you when you weren’t
Even true to me or even to yourself
I would always think if I ever
Deserved it and it came out
To be that I didn’t, how can
I ever forget the pain that you
Caused me to be in, we were one
And now were nothing all because
You had to go on and do a stupid
Thing like that, it feels like if
Someone was drowning you in
In a bucket of blood, knowing
That you wouldn’t be there anymore
I can’t deal with the pain that hurts
So bad inside me whenever I go
Somewhere your name always
Appears so now this is a sign of
Saying goodbye my lover
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